Graduate General Education Courses (2019)
[Global Issues and Global Society]
01ZZ422 Lecture Series in English

Marine Environmental Change and Life
Seibutsu-Nohrin Bldg A/2F [Room A206]

This Course series focus on the topics of “Sustainable Developmental Goals” set by the United Nations, especially Goal 13 & 14.

Friday, Sept. 27, 9:30am – 5:00pm

Profs. Kazuo Inaba・Ben Harvey
(Shimoda Marine Research Center, Univ. Tsukuba)
Prof. Emeritus Yoshihiro Shiraiwa

Monday, Sept. 30, 9:30am – 5:00pm

Prof. Jason Hall-Spencer
(Shimoda Marine Research Center, Univ. Tsukuba & Plymouth University)

Profs. Sylvain Agostini・Shigeki Wada
(Shimoda Marine Research Center, Univ. Tsukuba)

Visit GGEC Web Site for Detailed individual Topics
https://www.tsukuba.ac.jp/education/g-courses/detail.php?subject_id=1221

Course Registration for Credit Recognition: via TWINS

Information: GGEC Office
(ggec@un.tsukuba.ac.jp)